Attractive novelties!

Cherry-red, orange, kiwi and prune – these are the fruity and fresh colours of our new baby clothing and children’s underwear. All the colours are harmonizing and can be used in many different combinations. The two- and one-piece pyjamas, made of soft and cuddly virgin wool terry, are suited for sleeping or for cozy hours at home. There is a new assortment of bras for ladies in the colours off-white uni or printed. And for our established warm outdoor-fleece we launch the fashionable colour brown mélange. As usual nearly all our products are awarded with the hallmark GLOBAL ORGANIC TEXTILE STANDARD/GOTS or even with the presently highest ecological standard NATURTEXTIL-IVN ZERTIFIZIERT BEST
Baby underwear and Baby clothing

Hooded overall
sz. 50/56, 62/68, 74/80, 86/92
57 5720 • organic soft wool fleece, with wooden buttons, colour 26–prune

Short dress
sz. 74/80, 86/92, 98/104, 110/116
55 5810 • organic wool terry, with mother-of-pearl buttons, colour 16–cherry-red and 26–prune

Fleece jumpers
57 5400 • organic soft wool fleece, with zip fastener, colour 26–prune, sz. 62/68, 74/80, 86/92, 98/104, 110/116
57 5410 • organic soft wool fleece, with wooden buttons and raglan sleeves, colour 26–prune, sz. 50/56, 62/68, 74/80, 86/92

Baby jackets
55 5500 • organic wool terry, with zip fastener and pockets, colour 16–cherry-red and 26–prune, sz. 74/80, 86/92, 98/104, 110/116
57 5520 • organic soft wool fleece, with hood and wooden buttons, colour 26–prune, sz. 50/56, 62/68, 74/80, 86/92

Baby leggings
sz. 50/56, 62/68, 74/80, 86/92, 98/104, 110/116
72 3550 • organic merino virgin wool/mulberry silk (70/30), ringed, colour 163–cherry-red/orange and 273–prune/kiwi

Baby body, long sleeved
sz. 62/68, 74/80, 86/92, 98/104, 110/116
72 9110 • organic merino virgin wool/mulberry silk (70/30), with stand-up collar and mother-of-pearl buttons, ringed, colour 163–cherry-red/orange and 273–prune/kiwi

Baby pants, long
sz. 50/56, 62/68, 74/80, 86/92
57 3600 • organic soft wool fleece, colour 26–prune

These articles have been awarded with the hallmark of quality NATURTEXL-ZERTIFIZIERT B.E.T.

These articles have been awarded with the GLOBAL ORGANIC TEXTILE STANDARD/GOTS.
Baby leggings
sz. 50/56, 62/68, 74/80, 86/92
42 3530  •  organic merino virgin wool, colour 16–cherry-red and 18–dark navy-blue

Baby jumper
sz. 50/56, 62/68, 74/80, 86/92
52 5530  •  organic wool terry, with shoulder fastening, without sleeve bands, ringed, colour 26–prune/natural

Baby pants, long
sz. 50/56, 62/68, 74/80, 86/92
55 3600  •  organic wool terry, colour 26–prune

Baby romper, without feet
sz. 50/56, 62/68, 74/80
55 6090  •  organic wool terry, with press-studs on the legs, colour 26–prune

Baby sleeping bag
sz. 1 (up to 74/80), sz. 2 (up to 86/92)
55 6020  •  organic wool terry, colour 26–prune

Baby romper pouches
sz. 1 (44 cm)
55 5000  •  organic wool terry, colour 26–prune
57 5000  •  organic soft wool fleece, colour 26–prune

Baby blanket
sz. 1 (80 x 100 cm)
57 8500  •  organic soft wool fleece, colour 26–prune

Baby bonnet
sz. 50/56, 62/68, 74/80
57 5550  •  organic soft wool fleece, colour 26–prune

Baby mittens
up to around 1½ years
57 5570  •  organic soft wool fleece, colour 26–prune

Baby bootees
sz. 2
57 5530  •  organic soft wool fleece, colour 26–prune

Baby pants, long, with waistband
sz. 50/56, 62/68, 74/80, 86/92
70 3501  •  organic merino virgin wool/mulberry silk (70/30), colour 01–natural

*These articles have been awarded with the hallmark of quality NATURTEXTIL–IVN ZERTIFIZIERT BEST.

*These articles have been awarded with the GLOBAL ORGANIC TEXTILE STANDARD/GOTS.
Children's underwear

Children's bermuda
sz. 92, 104, 116, 128, 140, 152
70 3320  • organic merino virgin wool/mulberry silk (70/30), colour 26–prune

Children's leggings
sz. 92, 104, 116, 128, 140, 152, 164, 176
70 4500  • organic merino virgin wool/mulberry silk (70/30), colour 16–cherry-red and 26–prune

Children's vests, long sleeved
sz. 92, 104, 116, 128, 140, 152, 164, 176
70 7410  • organic merino virgin wool/mulberry silk (70/30), colour 26–prune
72 7810  • organic merino virgin wool/mulberry silk (70/30), ringed, colour 163–cherry-red/orange and 273–prune/kiwi

Children's shirts, sleeveless
sz. 92, 104, 116, 128, 140, 152, 164, 176
72 8000  • organic merino virgin wool/mulberry silk (70/30), ringed, colour 163–cherry-red/orange and 273–prune/kiwi

Children's underpants
• These articles have been awarded with the hallmarks of quality NATURTEXTIL–IVN ZERTIFIZIERT BEST.
• These articles have been awarded with the GLOBAL ORGANIC TEXTILE STANDARD/GOTS.
Two-piece sleep suit, pants, long
sz. 92, 104, 116, 128, 140, 152
55 5600  ● organic wool terry, colour 26-prune

Two-piece sleep suit, jumper, long sleeved
sz. 92, 104, 116, 128, 140, 152
52 5610  ● organic wool terry, ringed, colour 266-prune/natural

One-piece sleep suits, with feet
55 5650  ● organic wool terry, with „sheep“ embroidery, colour 26-prune, sz. 68, 74, 80, 86, 92, 98, 104
52 5660  ● organic wool terry, with plain sleeve bands and press-studs on crotch and leg, ringed, colour 266-prune/natural, sz. 36/52, 62/68, 74/80, 86/92

Overall/one-piece sleep suit, without feet
sz. 62/68, 74/80, 86/92, 98/104, 110/116
55 5700  ● organic wool terry, with front-press-studs, colour 26-prune

Underwire bra
sz. 70 B, 75 B, 75 C, 80 B, 80 C, 85 B, 85 C
36 6120  95 % organic cotton/5 % spandex, single jersey, with lace, colour ● 11-offwhite and 90-offwhite, printed

Soft bra
sz. S, M, L, XL
36 5120  95 % organic cotton/5 % spandex, single jersey, colour ● 11-offwhite and 90-offwhite, printed

Ladies’ brief
sz. 34/36, 38/40, 42/44, 46/48
81 1410  95 % organic cotton/5 % spandex, single jersey, with lace, colour ● 11-offwhite and 90-offwhite, printed
Ladies’ underwear

Non-wired bra
sz. 70 B, 75 B, 75 C, 80 B, 80 C, 85 B, 85 C
36 5020  • organic cotton, colour 01–natural

Ladies’ sleeveless vest
sz. 34/36, 38/40, 42/44, 46/48
81 4030 95% organic cotton/5% spandex, single jersey, with lace, colour
• 11–offwhite and 90–offwhite, printed

Fleece-clothing for adults

Ladies’ jacket, waisted
sz. S (38/40), M (42/44), L (46/48)
58 4470  • organic thick wool fleece, with two-way open end zipper and pockets, colour 89–brown melange and 099–dark grey

Adults’ waistcoat
sz. S (38/40), M (42/44), L (46/48), XL (50/52), XXL (54/56)
58 4480  • organic thick wool fleece, with two-way open end zipper, cord-tunnel and pockets, colour 89–brown melange and 099–dark grey

Adults’ jacket
sz. S (38/40), M (42/44), L (46/48), XL (50/52), XXL (54/56)
58 4490  • organic thick wool fleece, with two-way open end zipper, cord-tunnel and pockets, colour 89–brown melange and 099–dark grey

Non-wired bra
sz. 70 B, 75 B, 75 C, 80 B, 80 C, 85 B, 85 C
36 5020  • organic cotton, colour 01–natural

Ladies’ sleeveless vest
sz. 34/36, 38/40, 42/44, 46/48
81 4030 95% organic cotton/5% spandex, single jersey, with lace, colour
• 11–offwhite and 90–offwhite, printed

These articles have been awarded with the hallmark of quality NATURTEXTIL–IVN ZERTIFIZIERT BEST.

These articles have been awarded with the GLOBAL ORGANIC TEXTILE STANDARD/GOTS.
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